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My project is exploring a possible regeneration of current mode of waste treatment and disposal system. It aims to

change certain modes in this system which results a vulnerability issue affect our life quality, environmental condition,

social privilege etc. This system is targeting to eliminate solid waste the community produced at the source and

establish a waste to resource production circle, in order to create a zero waste urban environment toward a

sustainable future. This new model of waste treatment system is introduced to east London to improve local current

poor modes of recycling and inadequate infrastructrue and service, then establish a new urban area sustained by

waste to resource infrastructure and service. This system is investigating in various way of recycling in different

scales, complete by mechanical devices, utility, service etc. My projects is integrated into these procedures and

provides an adaptive infrastructurual system which recover and extend the identity of this area.
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Housing(self-recycling): a new sets of affordable terraced housing projects for 1000-1500 working families in

Newham borough of London, it will not only accommodate their daily life, but introduce a sustainable way of living by

domestic waste recycling system which would reduce, reuse and recycle waste they produced in their households.

Different types of waste ranging from sewage to plastic bags will be taken into dedicated recycling procedure which

improve domestic recycling efficiency by integrated housing utilities or devices. Each House will be applied with same

set of recycling system in result of similar shape, structure and building materials, but is ranged from sizes according

to wastes they produced and family members they have.

Market (self-recycling self-sustained): a daily goods market sustained by community farming and husbandry, origins

from the early farming history of the borough and organic waste digesting capability of plants and animals. In return

to the community, the packaging waste from house and shops is reduce, reuse and recycled by market's recycling

facilities for local residents. It also contains a recycling resource centre which sells recovered resources, materials

and recycling devices etc to related manufacture industry and residents in rest of London who appreciates benefits

brought by advanced mode of recycling.

Informal recycling Workshops: in addition, 50-100 small recycling workshops provides recycling serives for residents

and manufacture industry from rest of the borough, in opposing to corporational waste disposal company. Workshops

will also provides courses regarding of waste recycling.

Infrastructure & service (pedestrian, street, water channel, rain water collection, farming, plantation, irrigation,

sewage, gas, electricity): an integrated public infrastructure system covering the whole area not only sustaining local

residents and business, but provides basic foundation for waste treatment and recovery system which is driven this

master planing in the context of post-Olympic propaganda of Newham regeneration. In addition, these infrastructure

are part of this system which secure and maximize the performance of this system, and complete the waste to

resource loop, in result promote a sustainable community. Further, public infrastructures are adaptive to future

import of other systems, and leads the change of utilitarian system of individual building which relys on these

infrastructures.

Urban park & Botanical garden(pollution control, communal activity): an urabn green space retain communal

activities such as plantation business, leisure, entertainment, sports etc. It aims to mediate the boundary of waste



recycling industry and residential occupancies of this area. Most importantly it eliminates pollutions generated from

industry and manufacture part of this area, provides a sustainable and sensible urban environment for Newham

borough, and link with Olympic facilities to contributes to the future of ecological balance in an urban scale.

Waste to resource incubator(urban waste composter, Waste recovery facility, Refuse-derived fuel plant, recycling

material factory): a set of waste treatemnt facilities which aims to turn municipal and demolishing waste into useful

resources such as energy, raw and synthetic materials etc, is introduce to this area not only to treat wastes produced

by the whole Newham borough, but the mode of waste to resource practices which should be fostered in order to

balance the equilibrium between ecology, economy and society. It contains practical treatment plants of waste

sorting, recovery, generation of energy by RDF and compost, and a department of experimental procedures on new

waste technology. It would improves current waste disposal system, and generating jobs, economic benefit for

Newham borough and a further step toward a sustainable city.

Other programme?: after the successful establish of the infrastructure for a waste treatment system, the rest

functions requires by this area would start to appear in the frame work of sustainable master planning. Programme

such as schools, manufacture factories, shops and other workshops etc will be emerging along with integration of

new infrastructures to fulfill rest of function of Newham.

SiteSiteSiteSite

This area is situated in Newham borough, 8 km east to city of London. Newham is historically occupied by

manufacture industry and energy generation plants. Residents lives in this area are mainly working class who

previously or currently working in manufacture factories around. In recent 100 years, unemployment population in

this borough is constantly higher than others, due to the decline of previous nanufacture and energy generation

industry. In last decade, Newham is lacking of adequate affordable housing, public infrastructures and services. It is

rated as 2nd lowest in household recycling rate only has an average of 16 percent, compare to 35 percent of the

greater London area.

Newham is committed to strengthening the way in which addressing Climate Change and are keen to place

sustainability at the heart of future development. It is currently during the process of urban regeneration promoted

by City of London and local borough. Olympic game 2012 is aimed to regenerate east of London, especially Newham.

In this influence, Local council establishes a new sets of public infrastructures, service and housing projects etc for

future promotion of this area.

The site covers an area of 1500m X1000m, bound A12 to the west, Road A1011 to the east, Olympic village to north

and river Thames to south about 1km away. It is divided into two parts by Bow Creek, which is a main channel

running along north-south axis, links Olympic to river Thames. East side is occupied by manufacture industry factory

while westside is occupied by small number of residential housing, workshops, local business etc. There are

approximately 50 manufacture factory and workshops on east side of the site, and 1000 households and shops on

west part.

CommunityCommunityCommunityCommunity

1000 working class families which some of the family members would works for new recycling and manufacture



facilities. Except the opportunity provided by new recycling facility jobs, there will be other opportunities such like

urban farming, husbandry, marketing and communal service such as urban composting etc. It would not only

generate job opportunity also contribute to a sustainable community.

500 Recycling workers works for waste treatment system from collection, transportation, recycling, sorting,

composting, maintaining infrastructure etc. They provides the labouring and mechanical operation throughout the

whole process, in different time and places according to their working nature. Some of them would move their family

to adjacent housing projects, close to their work. And some of them might leave after working hours. However, all

workers would benefit from new sets of infrastructures, both from work and home.

FundingFundingFundingFunding

Under the influence of 2012 Olympic game, the new set of sustainable infrastructure would generate a lot of housing

development which aims share this advancement of urban environment. Newham council decides to invites more

possible investment on sustainable housing and other suitable business in this area. Council would invest the first

period of recycling housing projects and adequate infrastructure, and attract other private funding during the process.

Waste disposal corporations sees the opportunity in recycling for this area would also invest their money on new

waste recycling facilities. Private business would be attract here for the same reason. This would regenerate this area

into a waste digesting centre for the borough, and it could be a good example for other boroughs to invest their

money on sustainability for future regeneration.

AgendaAgendaAgendaAgenda

AAAA househousehousehouse recyclesrecyclesrecyclesrecycles itsitsitsits ownownownownwaste:waste:waste:waste: A terrace house with configurable architectural elements of wall, roof
etc, which is designed beyond accommodating daily life of people, but to adapt domestic recycling
procedures of waste reducing, reusing, and recycling. These new functions of house are provided by
particular recycling utilities relates to domestic activities, transforming conventional dwelling into
multi-functional 'zero-waste' architecture which is constructed by recycled building materials previously
used by other industries.

Domestic wastes generated by each household is subsequently reduced before passing on to sanity work
service of the city. It reduces the amount of waste being inefficiently processed by current waste disposal
methods, which caused more associated problems than solving itself. Thus, waste as an issue is dealt
within a small scale, in order to raise individual responsibility to improve the condition of our society and
environment.

In result, it starts to change our domestic life style, which dominated by goods consumption in terms of
unsustainable use of resources. By using of recycling utilities and material in architecture, it aims to
change the homogeneous view of aesthetic and functional value on objects that used to be discarded by
us. Ultimately, household waste is eliminated as many as possible at its source, rather than disposed all
in a waste landfill.

AAAA locallocallocallocal marketmarketmarketmarket transformstransformstransformstransforms wastewastewastewaste intointointointo productiveproductiveproductiveproductive resource:resource:resource:resource: A segregated market space
constructed by skeleton frame, is overlaid by lightweight truss of urban pedestrian with sliced landscape



included farming, husbandry and resource collecting and processing facilities. It combines mechanical
recycling utilities to reuse non-biodegradable waste as food packages, and transform organic wastes into
feed and fertilizer, in order to create a loop of waste-resource would benefits local merchandise and
community.

45 percent of municipal waste is coming from business, especially waste packages that made from
synthetic materials such as plastic, glass etc. Current waste recovery facility can only recycle 25 percent
of them. Besides this, overdue food and waste generated in preparation process are often thrown away
by supermarkets.

This new type of shop aims to reduce unnecessary resources consumed by current goods merchandise
chain, merge farming, husbandry, waster collection etc into urban pedestrian landscape, and supply fresh
goods to local shops. These communal facilities also benefits from recycled organic and food wastes to
fertile soil and feed to animals. Small scale of recycling facilities attaches to the shop, in order to allow
local residents to reuse goods packages in sell process, minimize commercial wastes to be delivered to
sanity services. Finally, it revolutionizes shopping typology based on waste disposal in a local scale,
contributing environmental and financial benefits to our own community.

AAAA temporarytemporarytemporarytemporary pavilionpavilionpavilionpavilion mediatesmediatesmediatesmediates betweenbetweenbetweenbetween urbanurbanurbanurban spacespacespacespace andandandand wastewastewastewaste landfill:landfill:landfill:landfill: A demountable and
transportable urban pavilion which made out of recovered wooden pallet covered by fragmented timber
sheets, migrates with waste landfill site among urban communities. It takes on various roles by
integrating with environmental condition examination technology, gas distribution station and landfill
operation monitoring system. In order to assemble community members to participate in waste disposal
work, distribute energy generated from landfill to each households and allow people closely examines
very condition of waste landfill which rarely occupies in a city area.

Waste landfill usually occupies in an abandoned area far away from city. Invisible risks embedded in
waste landfill transportation, operation and disposal procedures are hardly revealed to our society. This
design presumed rescale and relocation of waste landfill into a community. All the risks and benefits of a
landfill are mediated by this temporary structure according to waste landfill conditions, such as location,
scale, years of operation etc.

It intends to reconcile possible conflicts between a waste landfill and adjacent urban space, in order to
fulfill this new solution to waste landfill issues by move it to a visible and controlled space. Environmental
conditions as noise, smell, air dust, gas leakage etc are monitored by this structure, which actually has
a number of functions as urban landfill control room, gas distribution station, community center and
urban monitor room.

AnAnAnAn man-mademan-mademan-mademan-made accumulatedaccumulatedaccumulatedaccumulated structurestructurestructurestructure restoresrestoresrestoresrestores andandandand inhabitsinhabitsinhabitsinhabits bothbothbothboth originaloriginaloriginaloriginal andandandand newnewnewnew landfilllandfilllandfilllandfill
ecosystem:ecosystem:ecosystem:ecosystem: a free form arch structure made out of recovered timber and wooden pieces from landfill,
assembled with hand by workers on site, in order to create an establishment for wastes landfill animals,
particularly for gulls in a means of slowly restoring original natural environment and ecosystem. This
structure is reconfigurable and extensible according to quantity of animals and phase of environmental
recovery, later will be merged with other architectural infrastructures to initiate an emerging landscape of



waste, human and nature.

Waste landfill completely pollutes surrounding natural environment, and destroys its ecosystem. The
presence of organic and food wastes produced by our city attracted a large number of scavenger species,
especially gulls. This resulted a migration of a new animal food chain to waste landfill, based on our
organic wastes. However, it was not thoroughly acknowledged by us, and the appearance of birds on
landfill sites are more disturbing than pleasant.

This new structure will be accumulated besides where organic wastes are dumped, aims not only to
separate gulls' food source from landfill work operation, but create a shelter for gulls to settle for a period.
Guano, as a valuable soil fertilizer will be harvest during gulls migration season, then sell back to city to
gain some money for workers.

AAAA wastewastewastewaste landfilllandfilllandfilllandfill infrastructureinfrastructureinfrastructureinfrastructure generatesgeneratesgeneratesgenerates energyenergyenergyenergy andandandand eliminateseliminateseliminateseliminates possiblepossiblepossiblepossible pollutions:pollutions:pollutions:pollutions: a
multi-level waste landfill not only used for dispose wastes but collect and convert gas into heat or
electricity by advanced technologies, protected and purified by a layer of infrastructure made of
prefabricated synthetic materials contained natural organism. Conventional landfill is transformed into a
resource plant, contributes plants, soil and energy to the city and reduces pollutions occurred during the
process or even being purified.

Although a lot of waste landfill sites are currently been deployed with gas production infrastructure, the
pollution which generated by chemical reactions and microbes act upon waste are not controlled.
Especially, landfill leachate is a huge threat to surrounding soil and ground water. The damage to its
environment is permanent and took years to recover.

This design aims to obtain benefits of energy generation from landfill, reduce even eliminate damage to
surrounding environment at the same time. Natural process of plants metabolism and microorganism
bioremediation are applied here rather than mechanical process. Slowly, it changes environment and our
perception on value of waste, starts to gain benefit from landfill and merge with other urban
infrastructure.

AAAA WasteWasteWasteWaste landfilllandfilllandfilllandfill isisisis transformedtransformedtransformedtransformed intointointointo anananan inhabitableinhabitableinhabitableinhabitable spacespacespacespace bybybyby aaaa seriesseriesseriesseries ofofofof advancedadvancedadvancedadvanced treatmentstreatmentstreatmentstreatments
andandandand procedures:procedures:procedures:procedures: an open waste landfill were reorganized and integrated with an industrial landscape of
small waste landfill, waste recovery and power plants etc, then surrounded by a green purification wall
interweaved by natural organism which triggers photosynthesis process, in order to create inhabitable
space to blend into urban infrastructure and improve its condition. It also mediates between waste
landscape and public by provide activities such as resource trading, storing, gardening etc, gradually blur
the boundary between industrial and residential infrastructure.

56 percent of wastes produced by our city are buried in landfill sites. A large amount of contained plastic,
glass and scrap metals etc require hundreds years to be decomposed by nature. In certain developing
counties, people are living besides and depended on these rubbish mountains.

This design merger the most advanced recovering technology with efficiency of conventional recycling by

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microorganism


hand, to collect, sort out then burn or bury them to generate energy for foundation of off-grid community
based on wastes. Architectural infrastructures and plants are supplement of this transformation, to
create an integrated waste landscape of nature and architecture, an equilibrium between environment,
animals and human. Further, it improves living conditions and social status of these people by creating
new recycling business opportunities, in association with other merchandise economy.


